
- An experimental research laboratory for the performing arts 



HOW DO YOU TELL A STORY THAT IS CAR-
RIED BY BOTH THE REAL AND THE VIRTUEL 
BODY IN A 4DIMANTIONAL SPACE WHERE 
THE AUDIENCE IS THE CO-EDITOR ?

REALstAGE – an experimental stage laboratory, 
seeks to answer this question. 

REALstAGE establishes direct and individual 
contact between the stage and the audience. 

Cell-phones, laptops and the Internet are used 
to create a web of communication lines - before, 
after and during the performance.  - Creating a 
stage experience that is pieced together by the 
choices of the individual audience and that 
allows the performers to exist on different plat-
forms simultaneously in time and space.

The showcase You, me and the others is a tan-
gible introduction to the ideas and structures de-
veloped by the REALstAGE laboratory – giving 
an example of how a story can exist and expand 
within this new stage expression.



- An experimental research laboratory for the performing arts 

Concept, idea and development: 
Architect MAA/installation artist Christina Back and Choreographer Helle Bach

CONCEPTREALstAGE

The REALstAGE laboratory experiments with the development of a new stage expression by the incorporating of 
every-day communication technologies such as cell phones, camcorders, and Internet into the stage expression.

The communication technologies are used to break the physical boundaries of the traditional stage by establishing 
new points of contact – virtual and real – between the audience and the performer. REALstAGE explores what such 
an expanded and mobile stage space does to the stage expression in general, the choreographic expression specifi-
cally, and to the experience of the audience.

on invitation from Robert Wilson, part of the Watermill Center Summer Program 2006 and 2007. Other collabora-
tion partners has been Copenhagen University, Department of Arts and Culture Studies, Dance and Theatre 
Research Section, the Dramaturgical laboratory, Entrescenen (Århus) and UNITS(Kanonhallen) at Kigkurren, 
Copenhagen. 

The REALstAGE laboratory, 
initially a dialog between architec-
ture and choreography, is an ongo-
ing process in an open-ended time 
frame. It consists of different 
platforms and collaboration 
partners with varying degrees of 
involvement in the research. 
Partnerships are formed to explore 
the technological developments 
and use that in an innovative 
approach to the stage and the 
different artistic expressions of 
ourselves and our collaborators.

The REALstAGE laboratory has 
been working since 2005. A focal 
point is the collaboration with the 
Watermill Center, New York and 
Robert Wilson. REALstAGE was, 
 



STARTING POINTREALstAGE

The many cell phones, camcorders, web-cams, screens, televisions and Internet tools we rely on in every day life, 
provide us daily with new communication and information platforms.

These tools challenge the experience and distinction between fact and fiction; they change our understanding of 
boundaries between public and private space, and they provide us with an entirely new means of experiencing the 
world around us.

In an attempt to create a contemporary expression for the stage, the REALstAGE laboratory brings together the 
daily technical communication tools with the stage and its artistic expressions, creating a stage form where the com-
munication tools are used to tell a story, just as easily as in our normal lives.

THE LABORATORYREALstAGE

The vision of the REALstAGE laboratory is to develop a new stage form by incorporating communication 
technologies from every day life as a part of the stage space (architecture/set design) and stage expression 
(choreography).

REALstAGE seeks to link the different communication technologies, such as cell-phones, camcorders, projectors, 
and the Internet into the traditional theatre space,  creating a space consisting of real and virtual platforms for the 
artistic expression. We want to establish direct, individual lines of communication to the audience through cell-
phones and the Internet before, during, and after the performance. 

3 main themes define the explorations of laboratory into a possible new stage form: 

Fluctuating space
The expanded space that relates to and is structured by the logic of the “zap” culture – quick changes of focus and 
interactive information streams. 

Public and private space
The breakdown of the boundaries between the public and personal space, via visual communication technologies, 
intimate presence and communication in the public space paired with the intrusion of the publics space into the 
private sphere. 

Live and virtual presence
New potential lines of communication arising from the meeting of live and taped presences. The consequence for 
both the audience and the performer, of real and virtual presences in the space. 
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- STRUCTURE: The variable platfoms through which the story can be told



                          
- THE SHOWCASE: Dick and Jane

An open digital construction and a co-production between 
REALstAGE and YOU

- We deliver the storyboard, the digital framework and know how. 

- You deliver local dancers, interested digital artists, supplementary technique, 
technical staff and 14 days for rehearsals 

CONCEPTDICK AND JANE

Dick and Jane consists of an approximately 40 min. performance, followed by a presentation of the ideas behind 
the project and a proposal for a discussion with the audience

The showcase, like the laboratory, is unique to each occasion and inspired by the individual collaboration partner, 
adapting the performance to the environment in which it is performed. This means that the showcase incorporate 
the locations, the individuality of the local dancers, and the abilities of the local artist and technicians into the 
framework we have developed.

THEMEDICK AND JANE

Dick and Jane is the story of a love triangle 
between 2 men and a woman. This simple 
story raises questions on our modern way of 
life:
- What does all these new ways of communica-
tion do to our physical relations?
- Can we grow friendships, and have intimacy 
and presence in such environments?
- What do we do with the possibility of invit-
ing everybody in to our most intimate life? 
(voyeurism, exhibitionism) 
- What happens to our relations, when we can 
establish them without being physical present, 
through net-dating, blogs, communities, chats 
etc.?



FORMDICK AND JANE

Dick and Jane focuses on increasing the experience of the audience. The tools used are a variety of screens on stage, 
cellphones, and laptops. The audience is invited to bring their own cellphones and laptops to the showing.
During the performance the complexity of the plot is built up through live streaming from camcorders on stage, 
offering alternative and intimate views via a local network, video, text messages, phone calls, and acces to a web-
page with parallel information.

ALTERNATIVESDICK AND JANE

Additional showcase constellations and work 
presentation options:

Lecture and showcase performance
Lecture on The REALstAGE principals and 
the full showcase performance. 
The REALstAGE project provides every-
thing; dancers, technicians and equipment.

Lecture, showcase installation and work-
shop
Lecture on The REALstAGE principals and 
the resulting showcase form with Helle Bach 
and Christina Back. Instead of a showcase 
performance a simple installation demonstra-
tion is set up giving a physical experience of 
the space. A workshop for performers and 
technicians introducing them to the ideas is 
given in connection with the lecture.

Lecture and showcase installation
Lecture on The REALstAGE principals and 
the resulting showcase form with Helle Bach 
and Christina Back. Instead of a showcase 
showing a simple installation demonstration 
is set up giving a physical experience of the 
space.

Lecture
Lecture on The REALstAGE principals and 
the resulting showcase form with Helle Bach 
and Christina Back.

REALstAGE is open for other presentation 
options so please feel free to contact us.
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STAGE AND STORY
Kristoffer loses interest in Maria. He starts to flirt with the female audience 
filming them as he filmed Maria before. 
Kristoffer puts the camcorder away and starts to flirt with the female audience 
through text messages.
Maria fights to keep his attention.
His messages and the audience reply’s (live and fictive) are shown on TV3 in 
the stage-set.
Pre-recordings on the stage screens of Kristoffer and Marias duet is punctured 
by pictures of other women and Blinks: extreme urges = a picture chaos 

PERSONAL SCREEN - 05
Blink: animal urges and instincts exposed

PERSONAL SCREEN - 04
Anders’ experiences 

PERSONAL SCREEN - 03
Anders’ experiences 

PERSONAL SCREEN - 02
Anders’ experiences 

PERSONAL SCREEN - 01
Live streaming from the stage 

STAGE SCREEN - TV1
Pre-recordings of the scene

STAGE SCREEN - TV2
Live from the stage

STAGE SCREEN - TV3
Pre-recordings of the scene

STAGE SCREEN - TV4
Pre-recording from the external stage

STAGE SCREEN - PROJEKTOR P1
Live from the stage

STAGE TECHNIC
K3 live to projector P1 via computer C3
K2 live to TV1 via computer C1 – later mixed with pre-recordings
Pre-recordings to TV2 via computer C1
Pre-recordings to TV3 + TV4 via computer C2
Text messages to the audience via text-computer system. 
P2 shows text dialog/chat between Kristoffer and the audience via 
text-computer system
Personal screens: Live streaming from the stage K4 via C4  + 3 different 
versions of Anders’ experiences + Blink: animal urges and instincts exposed
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STAGE AND STORY
Kristoffer leaves the main stage
Maria alone on main stage – all screens are turned off
Birds take over the screens on the stage
Anders looks in 

STAGE SCREEN - TV3
Pre-recording of birds

STAGE SCREEN - TV2
Pre-recording of birds

STAGE SCREEN - TV1
Pre-recording of birds

STAGE SCREENS
Pre-recording of birds

STAGE SCREEN - PROJEKTOR P1
Pre-recording of Anders

STAGE TECHNIC
All screens on stage are turned of
Afterwards:
Projector P1 shows pre-recording of Anders via computer C3  
Pre-recordings to TV1+TV2+TV3+TV4+Projektor P2 via computer C1
Personal screens: Live streaming from the stage K4 via C4 + 3 different 
versions of Anders’ experiences + Blink: animal urges and instincts exposed.
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STAGE AND STORY
Kristoffer continues to use a handheld camcorder to relate with Maria – now 
transmitted direct to projector P1
The stage screens are sending pre-recordings and time manipulations of the 
ongoing scene

PERSONAL SCREEN - 05
Blink: animal urges and instincts exposed

PERSONAL SCREEN - 04
Anders’ experiences 

PERSONAL SCREEN - 03
Anders’ experiences 

PERSONAL SCREEN - 02
Anders’ experiences 

STAGE SCREEN - TV1
Pre-recordings of the scene

STAGE SCREEN - TV2
Live from the stage

STAGE SCREEN - TV3
Pre-recordings of the scene

STAGE SCREEN - PROJEKTOR P1
Live from the stage

STAGE TECHNIC
K3 live to projector P1 via computer C3
K2 live to TV1 via computer C1
Pre-recordings to TV2 via computer C1
Pre-recordings to TV3 + TV4 via computer C2
Personal screens: Live streaming from the stage K4 via C4 + 3 different 
versions of Anders’ experiences + Blink: animal urges and instincts exposed
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STAGE SCREEN - PROJEKTOR P2
Textmessage dialog between Kristoffer and the audience

STAGE AND STORY
Kristoffer continues to stage himself with Maria. He uses the camcorders to 
stage, exhibit and expose their relationship
Live projection from camcorders on stage combined with live takes on the 
stage screens
Kristoffer uses a handheld streaming camcorder to film him self and Maria.

PERSONAL SCREEN - 01
Live streaming from the stage 

STAGE SCREEN - TV1
Pre-recordings of the scene

STAGE SCREEN - TV2
Live from the stage

STAGE SCREEN - TV3
Pre-recordings of the scene

STAGE SCREEN - PROJEKTOR P1
Live from the stage

STAGE TECHNIC
K3 live to projector P1 via computer C3
K2 live to TV1 via computer C1
Pre-recordings to TV2 via computer C1
Pre-recordings to TV3 + TV4 via computer C2
Personal screens: Live streaming from the stage - K4 via C4
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STAGE AND STORY
Kristoffer stages himself with Maria taking a snapshot with his cell phone

STAGE SCREEN - PROJEKTOR P1
Pre-recorded snapshot

STAGE TECHNIC
Snapshot pre-recording to TV1+TV2+TV3+TV4 via C1+C2 and Projektor P1 
via computer C3
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STAGE AND STORY
Maria surrenders wholly to Kristoffer
Anders gives in and up and leaves the projector screen empty.

STAGE TECHNIC
All screens on stage are turned of
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STAGE AND STORY
Kristoffers and Marias duet continues 
Pre-recording of Anders emotional reactions is now shown on the stage screens 
– a build up embracing the “love” duet between Kristoffer and Maria

PERSONAL SCREEN - 03
Pre-recording of birds

PERSONAL SCREEN - 02
Pre-recording of Anders emotional reactions

PERSONAL SCREEN - 01
Live streaming from the stage 

STAGE SCREEN - PROJEKTOR P1
Pre-recording of Anders

STAGE TECHNIC
Projector P1 shows prerecording of Anders via computer C3  
TV1+TV2+TV3+TV4 shows prerecording of Anders reaction via computer 
C1+C2
Personal screens: Live streaming from the stage on the personal screens - K4 
via C4 + the emotional reaction of Anders + atmosphere footage of birds. 
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STAGE AND STORY
Kristoffers and Marias duet continues

PERSONAL SCREEN - 01
Live streaming from the stage 

STAGE SCREEN - PROJEKTOR P1
Pre-recording of Anders

STAGE TECHNIC
Projector P1 shows pre-recording of Anders via computer C3  
Personal screens: Live streaming from the stage K4 via C4  + pre-recordings of 
Anders’ emotional reactions
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STAGE AND STORY
Kristoffer leaves the external stage and enters the stage
Kristoffer interrupts Maria and Anders’s duet
Maria is forced to choose between the two, she choose Kristoffer

PERSONAL SCREEN - 01
Live streaming from the stage 

STAGE SCREEN - PROJEKTOR P1
Pre-recording of Anders

STAGE TECHNIC
Projector P1 shows pre-recording of Anders via computer C3 
Text messages to the audience via text-computer system. 
P2 shows text dialog/chat between Kristoffer and the audience via 
text-computer system
Personal screens: Live streaming from the stage - K4 via C4 
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STAGE SCREEN - PROJEKTOR P2
Textmessage dialog between Kristoffer and the audience

STAGE AND STORY
Maria and Anders continue in duet
View to the external stage where Kristoffer is engaged in texting on his cell phone to 
find out what Maria is doing
The audience receives text messages on their cell phones 
His messages and the audience reply’s are shown on a screen in the stage-set.

STAGE SCREEN - PROJEKTOR P1
Pre-recording of Anders

STAGE SCREEN - PROJEKTOR P2
Textmessage dialog between Kristoffer and the audience

STAGE TECHNIC
TV4 connected to K1 in the external stage via computer C2
Projector P1 shows pre-recording of Anders via computer C3 
P2 shows text dialog/chat between Kristoffer and the audience via 
text-computer system
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STAGE AND STORY
Anders enters the stage on projector P1
Maria leaves Kristoffer and the annex stage to enter the main stage.
Maria and Anders engage in a love duet, with Anders virtually present projected on 
the big screen and Maria “live” on stage
Kristoffer is continuously present on the external stage 

STAGE SCREEN - PROJEKTOR P1
Pre-recording of Anders

STAGE SCREEN - PROJEKTOR P2
Textmessage dialog between Kristoffer and the audience

STAGE TECHNIC
TV4 connected to K1 in the external stage via computer C2
Projector P1 shows pre-recording of Anders via computer C3 
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STAGE SCREEN - TV4
Live from the external stage

STAGE SCREEN - TV4
Live from the external stage

STAGE AND STORY
On the main stage TV4 is switched on and transmitting from the external stage
(The externalstage is a recognizable room such as a toilet or cloakroom adapted after 
the location and theater in question.)
Starting while the audience takes their places, Maria and Kristoffer are introduced on 
the external stage
The relationship is engaged in a duet inspired by the rooms basic function

STAGE SCREEN - TV4
Live from the external stage

STAGE TECHNIC
TV4 connected to K1 in the external stage via computer C2
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TIMELINE

SETDESIGN SETDESIGN SETDESIGN SETDESIGN SETDESIGN SETDESIGN SETDESIGN SETDESIGN SETDESIGN SETDESIGN

STAGE SCREEN - TV4
Live from the external stage

STAGE SCREEN - TV4
Live from the external stage

STAGE SCREEN - TV4
Live from the external stage

STAGE SCREEN - TV4
Live from the external stage

STAGE SCREEN - TV4
Live from the external stage

STAGE SCREEN - TV4
Pre-recording of birds

PERSONAL SCREEN - 01
Live streaming from the stage 

PERSONAL SCREEN - 01
Live streaming from the stage 

STAGE SCREEN - TV4
Live from the external stage

STAGE SCREEN - TV4
Live from the external stage

STAGE SCREEN - TV3
Pre-recording of Anders emotional reactions

STAGE SCREEN - TV2
Pre-recording of Anders emotional reactions

STAGE SCREEN - TV1
Pre-recording of Anders emotional reactions

STAGE SCREEN - TV3
Pre-recorded snapshot

STAGE SCREEN - TV2
Pre-recorded snapshot

STAGE SCREEN - TV1
Pre-recorded snapshot
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- THE SHOWCASE: Storyboard for Dick and Jane 

SETDESIGN SETDESIGN



 
- Who are we? 

graphing since 1997 and is the artistic director of the dance company dadadans. Her original approach to choreogra-
phy gives a universe that mirrors the off beat, poetical and ironic within us. 

Based on a joint vision for a future theater, Christina and Helle established REALstAGE in 2005. They have been 
collaborating since then on furthering their ideas. 

CONTACTREALstAGE

Web: www.realstage.dk

Christina Back
Adress: Sankt Hans Gade 23, 1.th • DK-2200 Copenhagen N • Denmark
Phone: + 45 2818 5543  •  + 45 3535 9691
Email: christinaback@d-arts.dk
Web: www.d-arts.dk 

Helle Bach
Adress: c/o Knudsen • Groennegade 61, 1.tv  • DK-8000 Aarhus • Denmark
Phone: + 45 2814 7313    
Email: dadadans@mail.dk
Web: www.dadadans.dk 

Architect & installation artist Christina Back 
and choreographer Helle Bach are the initia-
tors of REALstAGE.
They are both established and independent 
artist experienced with the dance, theater, 
installation. architecture and performance 
scenes of Copenhagen, Paris and New York.

Christina Back is educated at the Royal 
Danish Academy of Fine Arts – School of 
Architecture with specialization in percep-
tion. Through the last 9 years she has worked 
with space in relation to installations, perfor-
mance and exhibition design. Her expression 
and work is found on the border between 
architecture, installation, light, movement, 
video, sound and interactivity. 

Helle Bach is educated at the Ballet Acad-
emy of Gothenburg, Sweden and Menagerie 
de Verre, Paris, France. She has been choreo-



                          
- Sponsors and collaboration partners

SPONSORSREALstAGE

Danmarks Nationalbanks Anniversary Foundation of 1968 
(Danmarks Nationalbanks jubilæumsfond af 1968)

DaNy ARTS, by The Danish Arts Council 

ATT.: architects 

The Danish Arts Council Committee for the Performing Arts 
(Scenekunstudvalget)

COLLABORATION PARTNERSREALstAGE

Copenhagen University, Department of Arts and Culture Studies

Robert Wilson and The Watermill Center, New York 

The Dramaturgical laboratory, Entrescenén (Århus) 

UNITS (Kanonhallen), Kigkurren (Copenhagen)




